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pportunities abound for students, teachers, chapters, and lovers of space science! You may not realize that the National Space Society
collaborates with a number of competitions to spark interest from students and foster the dreams of long-time space enthusiasts. Take a
look at these unique opportunities for you, your local chapters, and schools in your area to get involved with the National Space Society.
The Education and Outreach Committee invites you to get involved by learning about these opportunities and joining in the fun. You can find even
more on the NSS website in the “Activities” pull down bar. Ad Astra, Lynne F. Zielinski - NSS Education and Outreach Chair
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By Al Globus
“Ear th is the cradle of
Mankind, but one cannot
stay in the cradle forever.”
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky.

Durango High School
Durango, Colorado, U.S.A.

2011 Grand Prize Winner, Durango high
School in Colorado, united States.

For the first time in its 17
years, the NASA Ames/NSS
Student Space Settlement
Design Contest has attracted
over 1,000 students to
put their ideas about living
and working in space on
paper and send them to
NASA. Entries came from
Bulgaria, Canada, China,
India, Ireland, Japan, Poland,
Romania, Singapore, Turkey,
United Arab Emirates, the
United Kingdom, Uruguay,
and the United States.

The Grand Prize went to a team of 14 students from Durango High
School in Colorado. Several members of the team attended ISDC 2010
along with dozens of other contestants. Their project begins: “Aresam
is built for one purpose: to take advantage of the most economically
promising location in the solar system. Mars orbit is the ideal place for
mankind’s next great endeavor, perfectly placed near myriad mining
opportunities and the Main Asteroid Belt. Its orbit allows the strategic
capability to support future large-scale operations on the Martian
surface.” This is one group of kids thinking ahead! You can find their
project at www.settlement.arc.nasa.gov/Contest/Results/2010/Aresam.pdf.
Al Globus is a contractor at San Jose State University at NASA Ames
Research Center, a judge of the annual NASA Student Space Settlement
Design Contest, and chairman of the NSS Space Settlement Committee.
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Participation in the contest has grown significantly over the years, as
this table shows:
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Submissions
23
41
42
89
157
259
151
135
114
90
122
109
96
109

Students
60
145
142
298
678
904
569
581
568
325
444
586
547
601

teachers
1
4
7
12
23
34
31
23
20
25
29
24
33
33

2008
2009
2010

156
309
434

840
875
1043

74
96
113

grand prize
U.S.
U.S.
Argentina
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
Ireland
U.S. and Austria
U.S.
Romania
Romania
Romania and India
U.S./Belgium
Romania,
Uruguay, Turkey
Romania
India and Canada
U.S.

There will be another contest this school year for students from around
the world to enter. Submissions are due March 15, 2011. In addition
to the Grand Prize, there are first, second, and third Place winners in a
number of categories for individuals and teams. While most entries are
oriented for science and engineering, artwork, literature, zero-g sports,
and anything else related to space settlement is welcome. If you’re a
student between 6-12th grade, design a place in space for you, your
friends, and family to live, work, and play. It doesn’t have to be long; it
just needs to be a clear presentation of your best ideas about living in
space. You can find all the contest rules at www.settlement.arc.nasa.
gov/Contest/. Background material is available at www.settlement.arc.
nasa.gov/. NASA and NSS are looking forward to seeing your idea of a
home in space.

By Don Flournoy

S

pacejournal.org, in alliance with the Society of Satellite
Professionals International (SSPI), the National Space Society
(NSS), and Ohio University, will launch a Solar Power Satellite
(SPS) competition in the Fall 2010. The competition is intended to assist
in design of next-generation satellites that will collect solar
energy in space and deliver it to Earth as a clean source
of electricity.
The three-year competition will link global scientific
communities with university-based digital media labs
for the purpose of assuring that space-based solar
power technologies and their many Earth-energy
applications are better understood by governments,
industry, and the general public. The immediate
goal is to address the as-yet-unanswered questions
standing in the way of building and launching the types of
satellites that will provide a continuous supply of solar energy
from space.
The Ohio University Games Research in Immersive Design Laboratory
(GRID) has been commissioned by the Space Journal to host the
international competition. An advisory board, consisting largely of
SSPI and NSS membership, are being asked to help the Journal to
frame the specific content and criteria, to facilitate the forming of
design teams, to identify scientific and professional mentors for those
teams, and to find suitable jurors to assess the technical and creative
products that emerge.
In 2009, the Space Journal sent out a call to the global scientific
and business communities asking for papers on the topic “What

technological and other advancements now make it possible for us to
think seriously about going to space for future energy?” The successful
publication of Journal Issue No.16: Solar Power Satellites, led to the
idea for the 2010-2013 SPS Design Competition (Journal Issue
No.17) that will creatively and collaboratively involve a larger
number and variety of individuals, associations, industries,
and nations in the discovery of “a path to space
for energy.”
In brief, the SPS competition will seek to link globally
those who have good ideas (the researchers,
innovators, and entrepreneurs) and those who have
digital media visualization skills (students in training
and their advisors). Among the topics to be included
are: the challenges of spacecraft design, delivering
structures to space, managing the environment of
space, transmitting power wirelessly to Earth, positioning
Earth receivers, watching out for environmental health and safety,
understanding the economics of alternative energy, and developing
private/public partnerships for investment.
The GRID Lab’s broadband telecommunication networks will enable
secure online workspaces for members of the scientific community
working constructively and creatively in collaboration with the university
visualization laboratories around the world, without the necessity
for travel.
Don Flournoy is a professor at Scripps College of Communication at
Ohio University and editor of the Online Journal of Space Communication
www.spacejournal.org.
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